CONNECTED LOGISTICS AWARDED $461M CEILING IDIQ PRIME CONTRACT TO PROVIDE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SERVICES TO US ARMY PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICE ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEMS (PEO EIS)

ProModel Corporation Provides Agile Prescriptive Analytic Software Development and Services for the Team

Huntsville, AL – On 13 March 2016, Army Contracting Command – Rock Island (ACC-RI) awarded the $461 million ceiling Program Management Support Services 3 (PMSS3) Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract to LOGC2, Inc., dba Connected Logistics, and 11 other prime offerors. Army Contracting Command – Rock Island (ACC-RI) and US Army Program Executive Office Enterprise Information Systems (PEO EIS) held a kick off meeting on 10 August 2016 to formally kick off the PMSS3 IDIQ. This IDIQ contract will provide Program Management Support Services required by PEO EIS headquarters, directorates, and project/product offices, in support of their unique missions and of command, control, and communications activities.

The PMSS3 IDIQ scope covers a broad mix of IT Professional Services, including Project/Product Management; Business Process Reengineering (BPR); Information Systems Security; Contingency Planning; Physical Security; Enterprise Design, Integration, and Consolidation; Systems Operation and Maintenance; Integrated Logistics; and Other Services and Support.

As a PMSS3 IDIQ prime, Connected Logistics and our teammates will assist PEO EIS in achieving its mission to “Enable information dominance for every Soldier by rapidly delivering innovative and cost-effective IT solutions connecting the global Army; and its vision to “Be the recognized leader in shaping IT acquisition and driving innovative technology implementation across the DOD.” Key PEO EIS initiatives currently supported by Connected Logistics include efforts to modernize infrastructure at Army installations worldwide, expanding advanced communications capabilities around the globe, and the development and implementation of ERP systems supporting Army Audit Readiness and improving asset visibility and financial management processes and decision-making.

Connected Logistics’ PMSS3 IDIQ team, known as Team LOGC2, includes AASKI Technology; Analytic Strategies; Apex Systems; Brockwell Technologies; CDO Technologies; CompQsoft; Cougaar Software; DRT Strategies; EDC Consulting; Enterprise Integration; Hancock Management; Herdt Consulting; Integral Consulting Services; K2 Group; LMI; ProModel; Q-CAD; SiloSmashers; Softek International; Spear; The Ginn Group; The Informatics Applications Group; Venio; and ZYGOS Consulting. Team LOGC2 brings an exceptionally qualified mix of highly capable teammates with direct experience supporting PEO EIS programs, the US Army, and the Department of Defense, to bear on PEO EIS’s priorities and mission objectives.

According to Connected Logistics founder and CEO, Forrest Burke, “Connected Logistics has supported PEO EIS clients in transforming how the Army operates for more than eight years. We are committed to supporting and enhancing the Army’s enterprise systems and the Soldiers they support, and look forward to doing so in partnership with our Team LOGC2 teammates over the next five years under PMSS3 task orders.”

About Connected Logistics

Founded in 2007, Connected Logistics is headquartered in Huntsville, AL adjacent to Redstone Arsenal with a significant presence in the National Capital Region, and employees strategically located near our clients elsewhere in the United States, Europe, Korea, and in South West Asia.

We assist our clients in resolving their complex network and support chain problems by designing best value strategies and methods to leverage information and technology; and by empowering their decision making processes to be Focused, Integrated, and Connected. Our expertise in massively scalable enterprise and logistics networks enables Connected Logistics to positively shape performance and reliability for the largest and most complex DoD systems.
Our Armed Forces operate the most vast, complex, and critical supply chains and information networks on the planet. Connected Logistics supplies the solutions for managing these networks smartly, by employing information technology (IT) to facilitate rapid decision making. Bridging the gap between Logistics and IT, we provide mission critical services in areas such as Program Management and Strategic Planning; Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Design, Architecture, and Integration; Professional Engineering Support Services; Business Process Reengineering and Improvement; and Cybersecurity and Information Assurance.

Connected Logistics is a Certified Veteran Enterprise (CVE) and Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) by the Department of Veterans Affairs. We are ISO 9001:2015-certified and DCAA-audited. Contract vehicles and schedules include the Government-wide GSA Professional Services Schedule (PSS) (#GS-10F-103BA) and GSA IT-70 Schedule (#GS-35F-0204X), and the US Army PEO EIS-focused PMSS3 and Enterprise IT Services (EITS) IDIQ vehicles.
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About ProModel

ProModel is a leading provider of technology enabled, predictive and prescriptive analytic decision support solutions. A Microsoft Gold Partner, ProModel specializes in developing custom and COTS (Commercial Off the Shelf) software products to help organizations optimize portfolios, projects, processes and resource decisions that best align with business strategy.

Founded in 1988, ProModel is a privately held small business with over 500 active customers and 7,000 active users globally, including over 50% of the Fortune 500. Customers include organizations in government, DoD, manufacturing, logistics, pharmaceuticals, healthcare and financial services.
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